
V A R C  V I R T U A L
L E A R N I N G

Children are innate scientists, and we want to help foster that
inquisitive nature and inspire the next generation of environmental
stewards! Let us bring our fun and engaging programs to your
classroom! 

Imagine having your own VARC expert with a lesson plan prepared for
your students, access to VARC's scientific community to ask questions
long after presentation day, and a special teachers package that
includes extra materials and activities! Our programs are enjoyable,
informative and memorable. We encourage students to inquire and
think critically about the natural world around them while centering
around teachers' professional needs and  curriculum. VARC
presentations offer a unique stimulation for students daily learning.

SAMANTHA
GRADE 1 & 2 TEACHER

"The VARC presentation engaged directly with my
students, giving them lots of new learning about bird
adaptations, and was very visual, which they greatly
appreciated. They did a fantastic job moving through the
materials at a good pace and answering all of our
questions throughout. Thank you!"

PROGRAMS THAT 
INSPIRE

By referring to government guidelines on the science curriculum, we
have created programs that draw on curricular competencies such as
making exploratory observations using their senses (K-1) or
experiencing and interpreting the local environment (k-7). These,
including many others, are then woven into the material to deliver
content competencies that inform, inspire and connect the message to
real-life examples. Students discover the needs and features of local
wildlife, the importance of thriving habitats, issues surrounding our
biodiversity's survival, and what each of us can do to help - no matter
what age we are!

CONNECTING CONTENT TO CURRICULUM



We offer a variety of topics as well as special seasonal options.

Our virtual presentations offer teachers extra materials,
videos and activities to reinforce learning and inspire a
deeper interest in nature. We also remain a resource to
you long after presentation day with an open door policy
for questions and dialogue with you and your students.

"The presentation flowed well - a good intro, a good
amount of information, and great questions and
discussions. VARC connected well with the students - they
were friendly, positive and engaging. I also liked that it
had a positive message while explaining the reality of the
situation for birds around the world. I appreciated having
time for questions and a discussion at the end, and VARC
passed on specific resources related to our questions
(citizen science app). It was an hour well spent!"

 SCHOOLS@BIRDVANCOUVER.COM

Recognizing and naming local
birds
Foods and habitats of local
birds 
Caring for local birds and
environments

Backyard Birds 
K through 2
Themes:

Recognizing/naming types of
birds and features
Physical and behavioural
adaptations 
Caring for local birds and
environments 

Amazing Adaptations 
1 through 5
Themes:

Biodiversity in local bird
species
Diverse roles of birds that
help maintain ecosystems 
Ecosystem connections and
the broader world                              
Modern issues birds face and
how to help                                         

Working Birds 
4 and up
Themes:

Visit our website to find out more about our registered
Canadian, non-profit charity
www.birdvancouver.com  

PROGRAMS 

TEACHERS PACKAGE

MAKING IT EASY! 

PAM
GRADE 7 TEACHER

CONTACT US TODAY!

Ask us about our donation guideline with great
group rates and package deals for those looking

to book recurring or multiple visits.

Seasonal Presentations
Tailored to Age Group

 
Caring For Birds In Winter: explores  how we can help residential birds
birds survive Canadian winters 

Wild Spaces & Fun Places: explores the top 5 things anyone can do to
help wild birds                             

Why scientists study birds
What citizen science is all
about
Tips and tricks on how to
become a great citizen
scientist for birds                             
How kids can get involved in
projects today!                                      

Feather-Friendly Citizen Science
4 and up
Themes:

http://www.birdvancouver.com/
http://www.birdvancouver.com/

